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WE ARE many. WE ARE one. WE ARE united. WE ARE joining together to usher in a better tomorrow through
song. WE ARE all sons singing. WE ARE is a continuation of the Miami University Men’s Glee Club’s initiative of
advancing the male choral art through repertoire written in the 21st century. The repertoire, written by nearly all
living composers, expresses a variety of musical offerings with a diverse palate of colors, techniques, and styles
that focus on the resiliency of the human spirit. The Miami University Men’s Glee Club has maintained a longstanding tradition of musical excellence and, through its artistry, passion, and relevancy, WE ARE is no exception.

THE MUSIC

Anthony J. Maglione (b. 1978) | The Wall Breaks Asunder
Composer, conductor, and tenor soloist Anthony J. Maglione is Director of Choral Studies at William Jewell College
in Liberty, Missouri. Maglione composed The Wall Breaks Asunder for the Miami University Men’s Glee Club in
2016; it was premiered the same year at the Intercollegiate Men’s Choruses National Seminar. This striking work
is scored for male chorus, piano, and a percussion ensemble of five players. The text, written by Bengali poet
Rabindranath Tagore, is found within a collection of his poems entitled Fruit Gatherings, published in 1916. An
active composer, Maglione’s choral works are growing in popularity and are published in GIA’s Evoking Sound
choral series. His cantata The Wedding of Solomon premiered at the 2018 American Guild of Organists National
Convention. Maglione has also composed two other works for the Miami University Men’s Glee Club: Night,
Veiled Night (2012) which appears on the group’s recording Veiled Light (Albany Records, 2016) and On Life
(2019). Under his leadership, the William Jewell Concert Choir was Runner Up (2nd Place) for the American Prize
in Choral Performance, College/University Division in 2015-2016 and was a National Finalist in the 2018-2019
competition.
Jake Runestad (b. 1986) | Sayareh
Award-winning Minneapolis-based composer Jake Runestad is in frequent demand around the world. He has
received commissions and performances of his works from leading ensembles and organizations including the
Washington National Opera, VOCES8, Swedish Radio Symphony, Netherlands Radio Choir, Dallas Symphony
Orchestra, Santa Fe Desert Chorale, and Seraphic Fire. Runestad has been described as creating “highly imaginative” (Baltimore Sun) and “stirring and uplifting” (Miami Herald) musical works and has been recognized by
American Public Media as a “choral rockstar.”
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Sayareh (pronounced sah-yáh-reh) is Persian for “earth” and was commissioned by the Miami University Men’s
Glee Club in 2016. Although textless, the work explores both sound and texture with folk-like sonorities. A tenor
soloist is prominently featured throughout, allowing the listener to experience a ritualistic narrative throughout
the work that is subject to the listener’s interpretation. The work premiered in April 2017 featuring student
soloist Kevin Kraus. He offered his interpretation of the work as a story of a man who is on the brink of death,
contemplating the idea of the afterlife. The individual experiences many thoughts and feelings ranging from
peace, doubt, and fear along with cries of desperation and rejoicing.
Paul John Rudoi (b. 1985) | Last Kind Words
Last Kind Words by composer, conductor, and tenor vocalist Paul John Rudoi was commissioned by the Miami
University Men’s Glee Club in 2017. The American Prize has described Rudoi’s writing as “indisputably unique,
confident, and innovative.” One will clearly hear this description echoed in his Last Kind Words with text by
Rabindranath Tagore from Gitanjali, meaning “Song Offerings.” Rudoi begins with mostly homophonic settings
of the text which then transition into background as a quartet of singers takes over. From here, the texture is
expanded by a fanfare passed between all parts accompanied by varied body percussion. This triumphant work
is beautifully balanced with heroic lyrical texture to match the fearless text from Tagore. Rudoi’s award-winning
compositions have been commissioned and performed by various ensembles and artists throughout North
America and Europe, including Orphei Dränger, the Vancouver Chamber Singers, the British Trombone Society,
Cantus, and the National Lutheran Choir. About this work, Rudoi noted, “I find goodbyes to be such a unique
experience for us as humans. Often we have a hard time digesting the many emotions we’ve felt throughout
a chapter of our lives, much less distilling the entire chapter into a simple goodbye. Tagore’s wonderful words
view this sort of moment from an interesting angle, showing the temporal by letting go of physical space (one’s
“house”) but asking for kind words in return. To me, Tagore’s words celebrate the past and long for the future,
and they cry for celebration and movement. I translated that energy into both instrumental and body percussion
with fanfare-like harmonies and expansive melodies. My hope is that this piece offers solace for the chapters
we all inevitably have to close but also a door to the excitement of the unknown.”
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Veljo Tormis (1930-2017) | Teomehe-laul
Estonian composer Veljo Tormis is regarded as one of the country’s most iconic composers. He composed over
500 choral works along with other vocal works, film scores, and one opera. Tormis gained world-wide acclaim
following Estonia regaining its independence in August 1991. Teomehe-laul (Serf’s Song) is the seventh work in
his ten-song collection entitled Meestelaulud (Men’s Songs). Reminiscent of Estonian folk songs, the collection
reflects an early tradition known as runosongs. While many of the works in the collection are often humorous,
Teomehe-laul is a somber prayer pleading for the release from a lifetime of injustice and bondage through
serfdom, desiring to welcome an afterlife in the Creator’s realm.
Craig Carnahan (b. 1951) | Armistice 1918 (Everyone Sang)
Minneapolis-based composer Craig Carnahan sets the poem Everyone Sang by Siegfried Sassoon (1886-1967),
an officer in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers during World War I, in an emotionally gripping manner. Sasson’s text, written shortly after the end of the war, portrays the overwhelming sense of exaltation and release from the horrors
of war, which is enhanced by Carnahan’s virtuosic piano accompaniment. Carnahan indicates he “was drawn
to the contrasting moods found in the poetry - at times ecstatic and exuberant, and at other times subdued and
reflective. There is joy that the war has ended, but sadness at the tremendous loss. Throughout, two images
dominate: the communal power of voices united in song and the unbridled joy of freedom embodied by birds
in flight. This, then, is a celebration of the resiliency of the human spirit, building to the powerful ending ‘ …
and the song was wordless, the singing will never be done.’ Ultimately, Sassoon leaves us to savor this sublime
sense of the eternal - of the song that has no end.”
Ian David Coleman (b. 1968) | The Trumpet Sounds Within-a My Soul
The Trumpet Sounds Within-a My Soul is a reflection upon Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech
after fifty years. Composer Ian David Coleman set out to make the listener “ask the hard questions regarding the
legacy of slavery and racism — that legacy with which we live and which we must face from multiple perspectives.” Woven into this piece you will hear the haunting melody of the spiritual Steal Away while the trumpet
proudly enters as if coming from the soul of the music. Coleman has also included the hymn What a Friend We
Have in Jesus, which he describes as a “white spiritual” forcing the listener to, in the words of Coleman, “face
the irony inherent in the fact that as the African-Americans sang about ‘stealing away’ to Jesus, the white slave
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owners were proclaiming what a great ‘friend’ they had in that same Jesus.” Coleman is Professor of Music
and Department Chair at William Jewell College in Liberty, Missouri. His reputation as a composer and arranger
continues to grow with performances of his music in the States, Europe, and New Zealand. He has written for
The Band of Her Majesty’s Royal Marines, the Simon Carrington Chamber Singers, The King’s Singers, renowned
British organist David Goode, the New Plymouth Orchestra in New Zealand, and the Lyric Arts Trio. In 2015,
Coleman was named a finalist by The American Prize for his Choral Symphony Leitourgia.
Eugene Rogers, arr. (b. 1972) | Glory (from Selma)
Glory, from the 2014 motion picture Selma, is an award-winning song performed by American rapper Common
and singer John Legend that received an Academy Award in 2015 for Best Original Song. Eugene Rogers arranged
this work for male choir and describes it as, “a ‘call to action’ piece that challenge[s] the listener to work toward
unity and peace amongst all.” From this song, Rogers created an arrangement which takes these ideals and
maximizes them through rhythmic countermelodies and pure unison singing to show the breadth of the mission
at hand. Through the voice of a powerful soloist, male chorus, and spoken word artist, this commanding work
insists on fighting together for a better tomorrow.
Sten Källman (b. 1952) | Ethan Sperry (b. 1971) | Pyè Aleman
“The Republic of Haiti was created in 1804 by slaves who revolted against France, believing the message of
the French Revolution, that all people are free and equal, was as true for the black man as it was for the white
man. Voodou is mainly practiced by poorer, rural Haitians as a way of creating a collective community between
the extended family and the nature spirits that they believe respond to singing and dancing. I have watched as
the music at these gatherings creates a sense of warmth and security in a community that helps people become
completely free to express themselves, revealing the true dignity of the human spirit. It is this sense of freedom,
community and expression of human emotion that we all seek through group singing and music whenever or
wherever we live. While most Voodou music is fast and celebratory, this song [begins] very slow, heavy, and
meditative, pondering man’s connection to the earth through the spirit of Pyè, the Rock, and Batala, the Spirit
of Wisdom [and concludes with] Kay la Nago, a fast and festive piece provides a beautiful release to this dark
and heavy mood.” – Sten Källman
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Dominick DiOrio (b. 1984) | Let Us Plant Our Gardens Now
Let Us Plant Our Gardens Now was commissioned by the University of Michigan Men’s Glee Club under the
direction of Eugene Rogers. As a response to the water contamination crisis in Flint, Michigan (April 2014), DiOrio
set the text to Megan Levad’s poem Habitat in an incredibly moving way, pleading to the listener to be better
neighbors and striving to work together. DiOrio states, “What does it mean to be a neighbor to someone? We are
all searching for a way to be connected with the people around us. We all impact others. We all have a responsibility to do what we can to better our fellow human beings.” Dominick DiOrio is a composer, conductor, and
associate professor of music at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music where he leads the select, new
music chamber chorus NOTUS, a group that he has elevated to national acclaim through commissions, recording projects, and invited performances at regional and national conferences of the American Choral Directors
Association. Garnering widespread acclaim for his contributions to American music, he has been recognized by
The American Prize receiving awards in both Choral Composition (2014) and Choral Performance (2019), and
has been hailed for a keenly intelligent, evocative style, which shows “a tour de force of inventive thinking and
unique colour” (Gramophone).
Eric William Barnum (b. 1979) | Death of the Ball Turret Gunner
American poet Randall Jarrell (1914-65) published his most famous poem The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner
in 1945. It is a concise five-line poem that presents an uncomfortable and horrifying scene of World War II
air combat from the first-person viewpoint of a Sperry ball turret gunner, a recessed plexiglass sphere, of an
American B-17 or B-24 aircraft bomber. Jarrell penned this work based on his first-hand wartime experiences
serving in the Air Force, including his work as an operator in air control towers. Composer Eric William Barnum
paints a vivid musical picture of Jarrell’s text with the use of dissonant writing, a sense of overtone singing,
percussion, loud stomps, and guttural shouts that, in the composer’s words, “highlights not only the incessant
intensity of the noise and hums of aircraft machinery, but also gives voice to the shock and awe of the gruesome
realities of war.” Barnum currently serves as Director of Choral Activities at Drake University in Des Moines,
Iowa. He has received numerous awards and prestigious grants such as a Bush Foundation Artist Fellowship
and a McKnight Foundation Grant. He has also held residencies with such ensembles as Choral Arts (Seattle,
WA), Cantus (Trondheim, Norway), The Rose Ensemble (St. Paul, MN), Kantorei (Denver, CO), Magnum Chorum
(Minneapolis, MN), Coro Vocal Artists (Tucson, AZ), as well as with many high schools and collegiate choirs.
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Ēriks Ešenvalds (b. 1977) | We Are the Memory
Latvian composer Ēriks Ešenvalds has garnered acclaim around the world with compositions premiered by many
leading music ensembles including the Boston Symphony, The King’s Singers, Choir of Trinity College Cambridge,
State Choir of Latvia and the Latvian Radio Choir, among others. Ešenvalds has received numerous awards for
his work, winning the Latvian Music Award on three occasions. In 2014 he composed the official anthem for
the World Choir Games in Riga. A review in The Times notes “Ešenvalds is clearly the next big thing in musical
mysticism….” Ešenvalds’ ethereal soundscapes completely envelop the listener in rich harmonies and subtle
melodies. We Are the Memory is no different as Ešenvalds weds the text of devorah major’s poem cosmology
in a mystical way, transporting the listener to a new dimension of music and creating a message of hope and
unity for society now and in the future.
Joshua Rist (b. 1988) | Invictus
Joshua Rist is a choral composer, conductor, and educator teaching at McNary High School in Keizer, Oregon. His
setting of the famous poem Invictus by English poet William Ernest Henley (1849-1903) brilliantly underscores
a feeling of great fervor and self-determinacy for life depicted in the text. The word invictus is Latin for “unconquered” or “undefeated.” Rist notes, “The text is visceral, bold, and universally relevant…” and later continues,
“I was further inspired when I studied the historical context of this text. William Ernest Henley fought a lifelong
battle for his health, contracting tuberculosis of the bones as a child that necessitated the amputation of his
left leg below the knee. When the disease later spread to his other leg and his doctors insisted on removing it
as well, Henley challenged their diagnosis and sought a second opinion. His pursuit led him to meet Dr. Joseph
Lester, a pioneer in the development of antiseptic surgery. After an arduous twenty-month hospital stay at The
Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, Henley’s leg was saved as his health –at least partially –was restored. It was
there he penned his most famous work, Invictus.” The work begins quickly with rapid lines in both the cello and
piano accompaniment, which then hands the melody to the voices. The rhythmic intensity is kept strong until the
cello finally breaks free into soaring and weeping melodic lines. Henley’s text is a memorandum to his relentless
pursuit of life and his unwillingness to concede defeat in the face of death, overcoming all obstacles. “I am the
master of my fate. I am the captain of my soul.”
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J. David Moore (b. 1962) | Will the Circle Be Unbroken
J. David Moore is a conductor, composer, arranger, and teacher based in Minneapolis who has composed and
arranged hundreds of choral works within wide-ranging mediums including vocal jazz, madrigals, Celtic mouth
music, and early American hymn tunes, among others. His arrangement of the popular Christian hymn tune Will
the Circle Be Unbroken begins slowly with a traditional Appalachian bluegrass solo and trio. And, as Moore says, it
is “unapologetically inspired by Dolly Parton’s rendition of Seven Bridges Road,” before the whole choir takes over
in an energetic gospel quartet. The celebratory nature of text and music underscores the effectiveness of song to
create, foster, and uplift communities. Originally written in 1907 by Ada Habershon with music by Charles Gabriel,
the text for this arrangement was adapted by lyricists Cathy Winter, Betsy Rose, and Marcia Taylor in 1988.
Craig Hella Johnson (b. 1962) | we are
Grammy Award-winning composer and conductor Craig Hella Johnson has earned a reputation as one of the
most influential choral conductors in the United States. Founding artistic director of the critically acclaimed
ensemble Conspirare, Johnson brings together world-class musicians to create unique, dynamic choral art.
Johnson describes his setting of Michael Dennis Browne’s text we are as being, “a fresh and vibrant sense of
being a man in the modern world, especially the adventures of being a young man in this beautiful and volatile
world.” The ever-changing piano accompaniment shows the diversity and quickly moving nature of life and the
world. There is a longing throughout the work that begs for patience, as the answers to life’s questions will be
answered through life itself.

THE TEXTS

The Wall Breaks Asunder
The wall breaks asunder, light, like divine laughter,
bursts in.
Victory, O Light!
The heart of the night is pierced!
With your flashing sword cut in twain the tangle of
doubt and feeble desires!

Victory!
Come, Implacable!
Come, you who are terrible in your whiteness.
O Light, your drum sounds in the march of fire, and
the red torch is held on high; death dies in a burst
of splendour!

Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) from Fruit Gatherings (no. XXXIX)
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Last Kind Words
I have got my leave. Bid me farewell, my brothers!
I bow to you all and take my departure.
Here I give back the keys of my door—and I give up
all claims to my house.
I only ask for last kind words from you.

We were neighbors for long, but I received more than
I could give.
Now the day has dawned and the lamp that lit my
dark corner is out.
A summons has come and I am ready for my journey.

Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) from Gitanjali (Song Offerings) (no. XCIII)
Teomehe-laul (Serf’s Song)
No. 7 from Meestelaulud (Men’s Songs)
Muudel on sängid ja muudel mängid,			
mul ei sängi, mul ei mängi,				
mure minul on ja teomehe hool,				
ei neist pääse kuskile poole,				

Others have beds and others have games,
I have neither a bed nor a game,
trouble I have and a bondman’s care,
no escape from them.

Kui mina vaeneke väsind olen,				
kus ma selle koorma panen?				
Mure panen musta parre pääl,				
hoole heida õrre pääle,				

When I, poor me, get tired,
where shall I lay this burden?
Trouble I set on the black beam,
care I cast on the perch.

Hommikul, tilluke, jälle teole,				
väeti, härra välja pääle, -				
mure tuleb parrelt põue taas,				
hool see jookseb õue kaasa.				

In the morning, bond again for me, the tiny,
the wee me, (again) onto my master’s field.
Trouble comes back into my bosom,
care runs along into the yard.

Oi jumal, oi jumal, jumaluke,				
viska alla vinnaköied,				
et ma üles taeva teomeheks saaks				
Maarja loole, Looja maale.				
Ed. Paul-Eerik Rummo

Oh, Lord, dear Lord,
throw down some hoisting ropes
so I could enter the heavenly bond,
make hay for Maria in the Creator’s realm.
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Armistice 1918 (Everyone Sang)
Everyone suddenly burst out singing;
And I was filled with such delight
As prisoned birds must find in freedom,
winging wildly across the white
Orchards and dark-green fields; on- on- and out
of sight.

The Trumpet Sounds Within-a My Soul
home
I ain’t got long to stay here.
Steal away, Steal away, steal away to Jesus!
Steal away, Steal away home.
I ain’t got long to stay here.
My Lord, He calls me, He calls me by the thunder;
the trumpet sounds within-a my soul;
I ain’t got long to stay here.

Everyone’s voice was suddenly lifted;
And beauty came like the setting sun:
My heart was shaken with tears; and horror
Drifted away… O, but Everyone
Was a bird; and the song was wordless; the singing
will never be done.
Siegfried Sassoon (1886-1967)

I ain’t got long to stay here.
Green trees are bending poor sinner stands
a-trembling.
The Trumpet sounds within-a my soul!
Steal away, Steal away, steal away to Jesus!
Steal away, Steal away home.
I ain’t got long to stay here.
Traditional African-American Spiritual

Steal away, Steal away, Steal away to Jesus!
Steal away, Steal away home.
Glory (from Selma)
One day when the glory comes,
It will be ours,
It will be ours.
Oh, one day, when the war is won
We will be sure,
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Now the war isn’t over,
Victory isn’t won.
But we’ll fight on to the finish,
And then when it’s all done.

Each man and woman deserves their justice.
You can’t believe that it’s just us,
that’s being persecuted everybody’s got a story.
I know one day we shall all see the glory.

We’ll cry, glory! Oh, glory!
Oh, glory, glory!

The glory is us, united as one,
neither hate, ignorance, judgement, or guns
can win this war against division and discrimination.

The war isn’t over.
We must keep on pressing
‘til we reach the finish
that’s when it’s all done.
(spoken word: adapted)
This is not a problem for one group or one party,
each person must strive to end what was started.
MLK had a dream of a table where we’d all sit,
and moving toward this dream we cannot quit.

Can’t you see the greatness that’s in all of us?
Especially when you give love, honor, and trust,
so let’s stop this abomination,
and start loving as one, giving as one, caring as one,
feeling as one, growing as one.
Yeah, that’s right. I’m talking living as one!

Words and Music by John Stephens, Lonnie Lynn and Che Smith; Copyright (c) 2014 BMG Sapphire Songs,
Songs Of Reach Music, John Legend Publishing, Think Common Music and Think Quick Entertainment Inc. All
Rights for BMG Sapphire Songs, Songs Of Reach Music, John Legend Publishing and Think Common Music
Administered by BMG Rights Management (US) LLC. All Rights Reserved Used by Permission. Reprinted by
permission of Hal Leonard LLC.

We will be sure.
Oh, glory! Glory!
Oh, glory! Glory!
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Pyè Aleman
Pyè Aleman Lemiso Batala Eh			Peter, the Rock, the Magnet, the Spirit of Wisdom.
Aleman se lwa dife ou ye			You are the Spirit of Fire.
Kay la se mwen kay la Nago lele			This is the house of the spirit Nago, lele.
Kay la Nago koulele, kay la Voodou koulele		This house of Nago, koulele, the house of Voodou, koulele.
Let Us Plant Our Gardens Now
“[Justice] does not allow that the sacrifices imposed
on a few are outweighed by the larger sum of advantages enjoyed by many.” - John Rawls
Neighbor, let us find nature.
Near us, in us. Nurture
the wild freedom of the human creature.
No longer sacrifice some among our numbers
to a twisted idol, exiled from clear, cool water,
wholesome earth, sun-warmed air,
and bees, and time enough to grow. No longer offer
gilded alibis as we make whole communities canaries,

whose silence has until now been their song.
Neighbor, we are kind, kin, ken. We will all enter
a commons, this only earth and air and water,
in the end. Let us plant our gardens now, together,
where we live.
Megan Levad (b. 1978), Habitat
Death of the Ball Turret Gunner
From my mother’s sleep I fell into the State,
And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur froze.
Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream of life,
I woke to black flak and the nightmare fighters.
When I died they washed me out of the turret with
a hose.
Randall Jarrell (1914-1965)

We Are the Memory
We are the memory of that place
without measure that filled all space
that never was and ever will be.

We are the memory gestated in days that lasted
eons
as the universe womb birthed heat, light, rock, ice,
mineral, song and us.

That place existing as the perfect note,
yet making no sound,
holding all colors inside a light that was nothing,
nothing but darkness.

We are the impossible made flesh,
creating infinite possibilities of hope
or endless chasms of despair
inside the prayers which we have become.
devorah major (b. 1952) cosmology

We are the memory of a breath
that could not be, but was a breath that swelled
to bubble which burst and then collapsed.

Invictus
Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.

cosmology first published by City Lights Books in devorah
major’s book and then we became

Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds and shall find me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.
William Ernest Henley (1849-1903)

“The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner” from THE COMPLETE POEMS by Randall
Jarrell. Copyright © 1969, renewed 1997 by Mary von S. Jarrell. Reprinted by permission
of Farrar, Straus and Giroux. All Rights Reserved.
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Will the Circle Be Unbroken
Will the circle be unbroken
by and by, Lord, by and by,
There’s a better home awaitin’
if we try, Lord, if we try.
I was singing with my brothers,
I was singing with my friends,
And we all can sing together,
‘cause the circle never ends.
Will the circle be unbroken
by and by, Lord, by and by,
There’s a better home awaitin’
if we try, Lord, if we try.

I was born down in the valley
where the sun refuse’ to shine
But I’m climbing up to the highland,
gonna make that mountain mine!
Will the circle be unbroken
by and by, Lord, by and by,
There’s a better home awaitin’
in the sky, Lord, in the sky.
Adapted by Betsy Rose, Cathy Winter,
and Marcia Taylor

we are the flow of sky and its unfolding
we are hundreds of hoofbeats on hard ground

we
sometimes no home for us here on the earth
no place to lay our heads
if you could know for one moment
how it is to live in our bodies
within the world

everything brimming in us
everything dark in its barrel
there is a star at morning and one at evening
they are no more the names we give them
than we are

we

singing

everything singing beyond itself
beyond the names we love (O love) to give them

become

what is the world to us
who can we be for the world
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dream
we are all sons
singing
Michael Dennis Browne (b. 1940)

you ask too much of us
you ask too little

we are
we are all sons of fathers and mothers
we are all sons

we are all rivers
the roar of waters

bless

we shall be now
we shall not look before and after
we, the mystic, Now
we shall know in full
D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930), Manifesto

be

we

everything swelling beyond its powers
everything lifted up in the singing
we are sparks that scatter through the world
from original fire we come
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THE PERFORMERS

Jeremy D. Jones, Associate Professor, Associate Department Chair, Naus Family
Faculty Scholar, and Holoviak-Fisher Endowed Professor of Music at Miami
University, conducts the Men’s Glee Club, Collegiate Chorale, and teaches choral
conducting. Appearances include the National Collegiate Choral Organization
National Conference (2019); American Choral Directors Association National
Conference (2019); ACDA Central-North Central Conference (2018); ACDA Central
Conference (2014); and Intercollegiate Men’s Choruses National Seminars (2012,
2014, 2016). In 2014 he conducted the Men’s Glee Club at the Concours Européen
de Chant Choral in Luxembourg, where the group won the First Place and Overall
Grand Champion awards. Representing the International Conductors Exchange Program, he debuted in Beijing,
China in 2014 at the Forbidden City Concert Hall. His Swedish debut in 2016 featured the Glee Club’s Schola
Cantroum with Swedish male ensemble Ars Veritas. His recording, Old and New Worlds, with Schola Cantorum
and Ars Veritas, centers on Gregorian Chant and was released on the Centaur Records label in 2020. He is a
contributing author of Conducting Men’s Choirs (GIA 2020). An active guest conductor-clinician, he serves on
the IMC National Board of Directors; ACDA Standing Committee on International Activities; and as the ICEP
Central Division Representative. He holds degrees from University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music
(DMA), East Carolina University (MM), and Middle Tennessee State University (BM).
The Miami University Men’s Glee Club, founded in 1907, has maintained a tradition of musical excellence,
brotherhood, and camaraderie throughout its storied history. Comprised of students from across academic disciplines, it is among the oldest and largest collegiate glee clubs in the nation and is the oldest music ensemble
on campus. In recent years the group has toured 19 states and 11 countries, and has appeared in concert at
numerous conferences of professional choral organizations. As advocates for the creation and performance of
new repertoire, the Glee Club established an annual commission series in 2013. We Are marks the group’s
second commercial recording with Albany Records. Its first commercial recording, Veiled Light, was released in
2016. Henry Fogel of Fanfare described Veiled Light as “There is not a bar of uninvolved music-making here...
The singing is impassioned, energetic, and astonishingly varied in tone and color, as required by the music.” A
review in the American Record Guide (Reynolds) noted “The Miami University Men’s Glee Club is well known,
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and one can hear why.” Both recordings feature 21st century compositions, including 13 works composed for the
ensemble. For more than a century, these Brothers in Song have shared their artistry with audiences around the
world, presenting music of the highest caliber while serving Miami University with distinction, love, and honor.
Praised by Fanfare magazine as a cellist of “striking ability,” Cole Tutino has appeared as a soloist, chamber
musician, and orchestra member across the United States and Europe. His discography includes world premiere
recordings of works by David Canfield and Mark Lehman, and chamber music for Native American flute in
collaboration with world-renowned flutist James Pellerite. He served on the faculty at Miami University from
2016-2019 and is currently on faculty at New St. Andrews College in Moscow, Idaho.
Douglas Lindsay, trumpeter, has enjoyed a career of acclaimed variety and success. His performances have
crossed into many styles including over 20 years as an orchestral musician. He has been a frequent recitalist in cities such as New York, Charlotte, Cincinnati, and Cleveland, as well as Santo Domingo and Santiago,
Dominican Republic. His CD titled French Recital Music for Trumpet has become a benchmark recording of
many popular French recital works. Lindsay is on faculty at Miami University and is currently Associate Principal
Trumpet with the Cincinnati Symphony and Pops Orchestras; he can be heard on over 50 recordings by the
orchestra.
Miami University, located in Oxford, Ohio, is a public university providing a rigorous liberal arts education.
Consistently ranking among the nation’s top public universities for quality teaching and overall student experience, Miami is ranked third among public universities for its strong commitment to undergraduate teaching
according to the 2020 U.S. News & World Report. Miami University, one of the oldest public universities in the
country, was founded in 1809. Its name reflects the history of the Native American tribe that once inhabited the
Miami Valley region of Ohio.
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MIAMI UNIVERSITY MEN’S GLEE CLUB
TENOR 1
Josh Anzalone
Brett Bellman
Alex Bronston
Benjamin Butler
Marco Colant
Adam Copas
Nathaniel Courtney
Mitch Dorner
Ryan Fry
Tommy Hennelly
Noah Hupp
Andrew McKnight
Tyler Moore
Caleb Orr
Logan Reyes
Stephen Riley
Eric Robinson
Sam Scriba
Devlin Smith
Brian Wenstrup
TENOR 2
Brandon Arnold
Jordan Bicknell
David Black
Nick Contreras
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Ben Deeter
Dennis Dudley
Colin Evans
Braedon Frisch
Joshua George
Josh Hickin
Andrew Higgins
Joseph Ivan
Logan Johnson
Brandon Klein
Austin Lutz
Connor McInnes
Brennon Richard
Summit Rosenberg
Patrick Schoeppner
Gordon Taylor
Alex Wortman
BARITONE
Sam Berlekamp
Christian Carey
Derek Cowles
David Dabney
David Duprah
Martin Fehringer
Alex Gee
Jonah Hirsch

Yuri Ivanenko
Gianmarco Petrelli
Ben Poe
Robert Poth
Ian Price
Michael Rice
Michael Richart
Scott Richmond
Kyle Root
Drew Schroeder
Tyler Shema
Lee Shibley
Austin Teegarden
Cameron Warland
Ben West
BASS
Evan Ash
Christopher Buchheit
Blake Burrell
Quinn Cantleberry
Jermaine Carew
Brandon Cash
Yuxuan Deng
Jimmy Dudley
Cam Gallucci
Michael Hussey

Evan Jones
Ben LaFever
Matthew Layding
John Pais
Chris Paxton
Edward Schirmer
Grant Schwartz
Graham Shannon
Alex Szuch
Duncan Thomas
Jason Tran
Tommy Wessendarp
Ben Wolkoff
PERCUSSION
Jordan Bicknell
Ben Reineke
David Rim
RJ Schaefer
Patrick Schoeppner
PIANO
Jon Sanford
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WE ARE		

		Jake Runestad
2 Sayareh*
		 Caleb Orr, tenor

[2:42]

[4:54]

		Paul John Rudoi
3 Last Kind Words*
[2:40]
		Adam Copas, Gordon Taylor, Lee Shibley, Tommy Wessendarp, quartet
		 David Rim, djembe | R.J. Schaefer, shaker
		Veljo Tormis
4 Teomehe-laul

		
8
		
		
		

Sten Källman, Ethan Sperry
Pyè Aleman*
[5:15]
Adam Copas, Caleb Orr, Cameron Warland, Tommy Wessendarp, singers
Jordan Bicknell, djembe | Ben Reineke, conga | David Rim, agogo bells
R.J. Schaefer, djembe | Patrick Schoeppner, gourd shaker

		
9
		
		

Dominick DiOrio
Let Us Plant Our Gardens Now*
Marco Colant, tenor | Camden Gallucci, spoken word
David Rim, tom-toms | Jon Sanford, piano

		
10
		
		

Eric W. Barnum
Death of the Ball Turret Gunner*
David Rim, djembe | Ben Reineke, djembe & brake drum
R.J. Schaefer, shaman drum

[3:58]

		Craig Carnanhan
5 Armistice 1918 (Everyone Sang)*
		 Jon Sanford, piano

		Ēriks Ešenvalds
11 We Are the Memory*

[6:03]

		Ian David Coleman
6 The Trumpet Sounds Within-a My Soul*
		 Douglas Lindsay, trumpet

		 Joshua Rist
12 Invictus*
		 Cole Tutino, cello | Jon Sanford, piano

[7:03]

John Stephens, Lonnie Lynn, Che Smith, arr. Eugene Rogers
Glory* (from Selma)
[5:51]
Caleb Orr, tenor | David Dabney, spoken word | Jordan Bicknell, electric bass
Ben Reineke, drum set | Jon Sanford, piano
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[3:39]
[4:47]

		 J. David Moore
13 Will the Circle Be Unbroken*
[3:44]
		 Josh George, solo & trio | Andrew McKnight, Summit Rosenberg, trio
		 Craig Hella Johnson
14 we are*
		 Jon Sanford, piano
		 Total Time = 66:16

		 * world premiere recording

[3:19]

[6:33]
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[5:05]

WE ARE		

MIAMI UNIVERSITY MEN’S GLEE CLUB

JEREMY D. JONES, CONDUCTOR

MIAMI UNIVERSITY MEN’S GLEE CLUB

MIAMI UNIVERSITY MEN’S GLEE CLUB

		Anthony J. Maglione
1 The Wall Breaks Asunder*
		 Jordan Bicknell, gong | Ben Reineke, tubular bells and crotales
		 David Rim, tom-toms | R.J. Schaefer, bass drum
		 Patrick Schoeppner, suspended cymbal | Jon Sanford, piano

DDD
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